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Engineering internship – Visit report
Date of visit

Name of intern Franciska-Leonóra Török
Name of company CERN
Name of contact person in the
company

Maria Dimou

Internship period 6 months
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Tasks during the internship Create an attractive website for the Academic
Training lectures

What competencies have you
achieved? Experiences?
Knowledge?

Got familiar with Linux, React, Django, Python,
Typescript, the CERN Web Frameworks and had a lot
of visits around CERN experiments

What impact has the Internship
had for your further education?
For your career?

It really pushed me towards physics, and I might
combine my engineering skills with physics later.
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Do the skills of the Intern
correspond to your expectations?
How do you evaluate the Interns
professional skills and the ability
to handle practical challenges?

Franciska Leonóra Török is an excellent, accurate,
responsible professional. I am extremely happy with
this collaboration. She remains calm in front of
challenges and handles them in an assertive and
methodical way.

What other competencies could
you request of an Intern or a
Graduate?
Do you have proposals for
developing the study program so
it meets your requirements?

Good planning and initiative. Franciska has these
already. They are important for every young
professional.
Relevant communications and management courses
are useful for all. Such courses exist in the CERN
Learning Hub and the interns profit from them.

Is it possible for students to find a
topic for their bachelor project in
your company?

Yes, definitely. CERN has thousands of projects in
almost all research, development, technology and
outreach areas.

Are there options for future
internship positions in your
company?

Yes.

Are there possibilities of
company visits/ lectures
(possible items)?

This was routine until covid-19. It will start again
a.s.a.p. Then, the answer will be ‘yes’.

Do you have an unmet need for
new skills of your employees
which could be met by continuing
education at VIA and if so which?

I have to better understand what VIA can offer.
Usually CERN continuous education is offered by the
CERN Learning & Development team. CERN
members who wish to take additional university
education have to do this on their own.

Other / comments Looking forward to more such good collaborations
Internship Supervisor Maria Dimou / CERN IT and Academic Training

chairperson. https://cern.ch/dimou


